Atomic is one of the leading manufacturers of wintersports equipment and part of the Amer
Sports Corporation. For our Business Unit Protection, Apparel & Gear, located at our head
office in Altenmarkt im Pongau / Salzburg we are seeking at the earliest possible date:

ASSISTANT PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT APPAREL & GEAR
(M/F)

This is an excellent opportunity for an ambitious graduate who is keen to progress their
technical and professional skills. In this role, you will play a central role in the Atomic product
creation team, supporting the development of ski apparel, logo wear and gear products
from early-stage prototypes through to buy-ready products.
KEY MISSION AND ACCOUNTABILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actively provide administrative support to Development Manager and product team to ensure smooth
running of sample management, organisation, and general administration
Measure prototype samples and size sets before fitting to ensure they conform to specifications
Coordinate, and actively participate in team meetings and fit sessions, manage fitting calendar, prepare
sample spaces, assist with photography, notes and documentation as needed
Maintain PLM system (Centric) to secure documentation and transfer of key product data, such as BOM’s,
colour specifications, size charts and product costing sheets
Collate field test information and assist in product reviews to ensure performance standards are met
Day-to-day communication with global supply chain partners and internal collaborators

YOUR PROFILE AND REQUIRED COMPETENCIES:
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for either a recent university graduate or equivalent work experience, such as a first or second job
within the fashion or sportswear industry
Sound understanding of textile technology, garment construction, manufacturing processes and testing;
keen to expand technical knowledge and industry specific skillset as the role demands
Excellent attention to detail with a strong sense of ownership and accountability
Highly organized with ability to manage multiple priorities, work at pace and meet tight deadlines
Ability to work on own initiative as well as part of a team, with a proactive and collaborative mindset

•
•
•

High level of computer literacy with excellent working knowledge of Microsoft Office including Excel
Ability to communicate effectively with overseas suppliers and working with different cultures
Passionate about skiing and the greater outdoors

WHAT WE OFFER:
•
•
•
•
•

A varied, demanding and self-responsible activity in the Sports Industry
Comprehensive development and training opportunities
Flexible working hours and home office possibility
Attractive social and employee benefits
Canteen on site

The annual collective agreement’s minimum salary for this position is € 30.000 gross. Depending on your
personal qualifications and vocational experience, we offer an appropriate payment in excess thereof for
this highly responsible activity and opportunities for development in a globally active group of companies.
If the scope of these responsibilities meets your expectations, please be welcome to apply online with all
usual application documents.

